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Abstract. HF cognitive radio is considered to be one direction of fourth
generation HF radios. In this paper, we investigate the problem of multi-
user HF radio communication by leveraging the techniques of cognitive
radio. In the presented system model, we consider the determination of
optimal path between two points and propose a channel probing method
based on coarse granularity wideband spectrum sensing as well as chan-
nel prediction. To cope with the problem of channel selection and link
establishment, we adjust the channel selection strategy after every prob-
ing based on Stochastic Learning Automata (SLA) learning algorithm.
The experimental results show that the channel selection based on SLA
learning algorithm is better than random channel selection, and channel
selection with predicted wideband spectrum sensing performs better in
system performances than no-predicted narrowband spectrum sensing.

Keywords: HF radio communication · Multi-user · Channel probing ·
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1 Introduction

In the past 20 years, the telecommunication explosion has created an ever-
expanding wireless communication applications and products, as well as spec-
trum congestion. With the burgeoning demand for communication services and
capacity, more stringent requirements on the flexibility and adaptability are
put forward on wireless communication equipment under the limited spectrum
resources [1]. The High Frequency (HF) radio communication has been the earli-
est solution for wireless communication with the characteristics of long-distance
transmission and wide coverage [2]. Limited by narrowband and unstable chan-
nel conditions, the development of HF communication has been restricted for a
long time [3].
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Cognitive Radios (CR) have the potential to radically improve the perfor-
mances, efficiency, and reliability of wireless networks and enable new applica-
tions such as dynamic spectrum access (DSA) to be developed [4]. In the past
years, most of the researches in CR have been given to the frequency band
above 30 MHz. Given the challenges in HF communication, scientists are taking
the research of HF cognitive radios which can detect the frequency occupancy
quickly [5]. Therefore, the goal of fourth generation HF communication system
aims at selecting the optimal frequency adaptively and adjusting the waveform
bandwidth automatically to realize fast Automatic Link Establishment (ALE)
as well as high speed data transmission.

In order to extend functions in next generation HF radios, it’s taking the
exploration of adding some new elements to the ALE module such as propa-
gation modeling, wideband spectrum sensing, available channel prediction. For
example, the work in [6] use the ITS HF Propagation, an international main-
stream HF link propagation model, to simulate the transmission path and power
loss between two points. Shahid et al. [7] propose listen before transmit (LBT)
in ALE based on cognitive radio sensing techniques to obtain ALE channels
effectively. Haris et al. [8] introduce the Neural Network model to predict the
likelihood of interference experienced by broadcast users and find the regularity
in some channels.

This paper is a significant extension of previous works on HF channel selec-
tion of multi-transmitter to multi-receiver. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

– Present a HF wireless network model containing multiuser, and considering
the determination of optimal path between transceiver.

– Propose a multi-user channel probing method combined coarse granularity
wideband spectrum sensing and channel prediction.

– Develop a channel selection strategy based on SLA learning algorithm, and
find the optimal channel for link establishment by the proposed strategy.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is pre-
sented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, a new channel probing method is proposed. In Sect. 4,
we develop the channel selection strategy based on SLA learning algorithm. In
Sect. 5, simulation results and discussion are presented, and we draw conclusions
about this paper in Sect. 6.

2 System Model and Path Design

The system model is shown in Fig. 1, we consider the HF radio network consisting
of N transmitting stations and n receiving stations (n > N). Assuming there is
no coordinator in the network to enable interactions among radios, and the radio
stations take the asynchronous ALE to realize point-to-point communication.
The channel quality is entirely unknown at the beginning, and the transmitting
station cannot initiate channel probing until know the station number of receiver.
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Fig. 1. System model.

ITS HF Propagation is a long-term frequency prediction software developed
by National Telecommunications Bureau of the United State, the software can
simulate transmission paths in ionosphere [9]. ICEPAC is one of the modules in
the software usually used to predict the Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF),
Circuit Reliability (REL), and Signal to Nosie Ratio (SNR) between two points
[10]. To determine the path of transceiver station, we could analyze qualities of
all possible links between two points to select the best path by ICEPAC. Details
are described as follows.

Let ϕ define the set of N ×n possible paths in the system model. We start by
setting the system parameters including stations’ locations, signal transmitting
power, sunspot numbers, and a set of reference frequencies I = {f1 f2 ... fi}.
The MUF of each path as well as the SNR and REL of each reference frequency
in the path can be obtained by simulation. Define the quality indicator of path
h as:

λh = ω1 × MUFh + ω2 × SNRh(REL>0.9), ∀h ∈ ϕ (1)

where SNRh(REL>0.9) represents the average SNR of all frequencies with REL
over 90% in I, ω1 and ω2 is the corresponding weight (ω1 > ω2). We sort all paths
by the values of λ and pick N paths with good indicators. Therefore, we identify
N users in the HF radio network and each user contains a pair of transceiver.
After assigning the transceiver station, we could start probing channel.

3 Channel Probing of Multi-user

The refraction of electromagnetic waves by the ionosphere causes the frequency-
selective in HF, thus the range of usable frequencies varies with time, season,
space, weather and other factors [11]. One of the solution is to find the available
frequency supporting ALE through channel probing. Figure 2 shows the channel
probing process in the standard of MIL-STD-188-141A [12], the transmitter
sends a probing signal at each frequency to update the scores in the LQA matrix
then selects an optimal frequency to call for link establishment. However, there
is no coordination in the network, when optimal frequency probed is same for
multiple users, signal collision would occur in the process of ALE. Moreover,
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Fig. 2. Channel probing process in 2G-ALE.

the time spent on call and response of every frequency reduces the network
throughput. To solve this problem, a new channel probing method of multiuser
is proposed.

The method is based on coarse granularity wideband spectrum sensing and
channel prediction. The narrowband spectrum sensing is opposite to wideband
spectrum sensing using high spectral resolution to detect spectrum holes pre-
cisely at the cost of time delay, whereas the coarse granularity wideband spec-
trum sensing can find frequency band of low occupancy more quickly by reducing
the sampling rate. Considering the time variability of HF, we can capture the
trend in the variability of occupancy based on long-term wideband spectrum
sensing results to predict relatively stable and idle channels at the time of link
establishment. For example, we find the occupancy of certain frequency bands
have 24-hour periodicity by weeks of spectrum sensing, which can predict the
lowest occupancy bands when ALE. Moreover, combined the simulated MUF
and predicted bands, we could determine the selectable channel set. The process
of channel probing is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Channel probing of multiuser.
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Users have been in coarse granularity wideband spectrum sensing until ready
to start establishing links. When preparing for ALE, the selectable channel set
Mn of user n (n ∈ N) is determined by sensed low occupancy band and pre-
dicted channels. Define the time slot of probing one channel as T , the transmit-
ting station chooses one channel in Mn at the beginning, if chose channel sensed
occupied, reselects until finding an idle one. There is a carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA) mechanism before probing, if more than two users select same
free channel and send frames at same time, collision would occur, in that case,
trying to compete again after the time of tc until one user accessing the selected
channel successfully. Suppose the propagation of probing signal requires a min-
imum time tmin, once the signal is successfully transmitted, the receiver would
send back an ACK to the transmitter, otherwise failure if ACK haven’t received
exceeding the time of tmax. At the end of each slot, every user will receive a pay-
off, and then apply a learning algorithm to update the channel selection strategy
next slot.

For the convenience of analysis, it is assumed that spectrum sensing and
channel prediction are perfect. The precondition of receiving ACK is tmin <
td < tmax, and the channel probing time of user n is expressed as:

tnd = T − αnts − βntc (2)

where αn and βn respectively represent the number of sensed channels before
finding an idle one and the number of competitions during the conflict.

We know from Fig. 3 that longer time spent on sensing and competition,
shorter time for user’s probing. However, in asynchronous mode, the receiver
scans frequencies at a rate that allows the dwell on each frequency to be long
enough to detect a signal [13], therefore more time on tnd is better.

4 Channel Selection and ALE

At present, there are many learning algorithms used for channel selection, such
as no-regret learning algorithm [14], logarithmic linear learning algorithm [15],
and spatial adaptive algorithm [16]. But these algorithms require coordination
mechanism which is not feasible in the considered multiuser HF radio network.
In this section, we develop a channel selection strategy based on SLA learning
algorithm and illustrate how to establish link by the strategy.

Stochastic learning automata (SLA) based channel selection algorithm can
adjust current channel selection strategy on the basis of historical action rewards
[17], usually used in non-cooperative opportunity spectrum access of dynamic
environment. Denote the reward value of user n in slot j as:

rn(j) =
SACK

N log(αnts+βntc)
T−tmin

γnACK (3)

where SACK represents received power of ACK, N is the local noise, γn indicates
whether n successfully contends the selected channel or not, and ACK indicates
whether the probed channel is idle or occupied in propagation.
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Algorithm 1. SLA based channel selection algorithm
1: Initialize: Set j = 0 and initial channel selection probability vector pnm(j) =

1/M, ∀n ∈ N, m ∈ M .
2: At the beginning of the jth slot, each user n selects a channel m according to its

current channel selection probability vector pn(j).
3: In each slot, users perform channel probing. At the end of jth slot, each user n

receives the reward rn(j) specified by (3).
4: All users update their channel slection probability vectors according to the following

rule:

pnm(j + 1) = pnm(j) + br̃n(j)(1 − pnm(j)), m ∈ M
pnl(j + 1) = pnl(j) − br̃n(j)pnl(j) , l ∈ M &l �= m

(4)

5: where 0 < b < 1, r̃n(j) is the normalized reward defined as follows:

r̃n(j) = rn(j)/Rmax (5)

6: If ∀n ∈ N , there exists a component of pn(j) which is approaching one, stop;
Otherwise, go to step 2).

For users, the probability of selecting every channel is same at first slot, if
user n selects channel m (m ∈ M) randomly and gets the rn(j) after probing,
then the probability of selecting m next slot is updated as:

pnm(j + 1) = pnm(j) + brn(j)(1 − pnm(j)) (6)

and the probabilities of selecting other channels l (l ∈ M & l �= m) are updated
as:

pnl(j + 1) = pnl(j) − brn(j)pnl(j) (7)

where b represents the iteration step. The detail of SLA learning algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1 [15].

At the end of each slot, every user would apply the SLA learning algorithm
to update all channels’ selection probabilities. After learning for many time slots,
the probabilities eventually converged to nearly one or zero. The optimal channel
corresponds to the probability approaching one, then the user can start calling
and responding of asynchronous ALE in the optimal channel.

We assume the spectrum environment is stable in Tsta that the transmission
rate of every channel remains constant. Define Tn

cos as the time from getting
out of the wideband spectrum sensing to establish the link successfully, which is
called ALE preparation time. So the system throughput is given by:

U =
N∑

n=1
{(Tsta − Tn

cos) × Rn}
Tn
cos = jT + Tshake

(8)
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where j is the number of time slots before reaching the convergence, Tshake is
the time of “three-way handshake”, Rn is the transmission rate of the probed
channel by user n.

In contrast to 2G-ALE, the proposed ALE is carried out through the con-
vergence of channel selection probability. The convergent speed of each user
is different, the user with fast convergence can start link establishment firstly,
decreasing the collision between users.

5 Simulation Results and Discussion

In the simulation, we set T = 100 ms, the time for narrowband spectrum sensing
is ts = 5 ms, and the waiting time when conflicts occur is tc = 5 ms. Besides,
Tsta = 30 s, tmin = 20 ms, tmax = 80 ms, Tshanke = 780 ms, and b = 0.15. In [18],
the signal is detected as long as SNR reach at least 6 dB. We set the SNR of
channels range from 6 dB to 10 dB, so every channel has different transmission
rate. Moreover, the number of users N = 8, the total number of channels F = 12,
and the number of available channels S = 5.

5.1 Algorithm Convergence Analysis

To show the evolution of channel selection probability of the SLA learning algo-
rithm, Fig. 4 compare two channel selection methods based on SLA algorithm.
The traditional SLA method refers to selecting channels one by one through nar-
rowband spectrum sensing and having no prediction of available frequency band
before probing, whereas the proposed SLA method is expressed in this paper,
which reduces the selectable channels through wideband spectrum sensing and
channel prediction.

(a) Tradional SLA method. (b)Proposed SLA method

Fig. 4. Evolution of the channel selection probability of arbitrary user.
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The different lines in Fig. 4 represent the selection probability of arbitrary
user on the available channels. It’s seen that, the user finally chooses channel 4 for
link establishment, which proves the convergent SLA algorithm is applicable to
the system model. Meanwhile, the proposed SLA method has fewer iterations and
faster convergence speed than traditional SLA method, because the method with
no-predicted narrowband spectrum sensing costs more time in channel sensing
and selecting.

5.2 System Performance Analysis

To analyze the impacts on system performances, the simulation scenario is in
the same spectrum environment and each channel can only be accessed by one
user.

Fig. 5. System throughput with different number of users.

Fig. 6. Link establishment time with different available channels.
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Figure 5 compare the system throughput of random channel selection, tra-
ditional SLA channel selection, proposed SLA channel selection with different
number of users. We observe that, random channel selection would cause chan-
nels with low transmission rates selected by multiusers simultaneously, so per-
forms worst in the throughput. In SLA learning algorithm, users tend to select
channels with higher transmission rates, especially the proposed SLA channel
selection method, faster convergence speed leaves more time for data transmis-
sion, thus the throughput is maximum. Besides, throughput increases with the
number of users while N < 5, once the number of users exceed the number of
available channels (N > 5) severe competition lead to slower convergence speed,
which results in the throughput degradation.

A further comparison on link establishment time of two SLA channel selec-
tion method under different number of available channels is shown in Fig. 6. The
results suggest the proposed SLA method is better while the available channels
are few, and the differences between two methods become small as the num-
ber of available channels increase. As a result, channel selection with predicted
wideband spectrum sensing performs better in system performances than no-
predicted narrowband spectrum sensing.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a HF wireless network model containing multiuser,
the optimal path between transceiver is determined by a long-term link propa-
gation model in unknown channel statistics. Moreover, a new channel probing
method for multiuser is presented which combines coarse granularity wideband
spectrum sensing and channel prediction. To select optimal channel for ALE,
we develop the channel selection strategy based on SLA algorithm. The simu-
lation results prove that the channel selection based on SLA learning algorithm
is better than random channel selection, and channel selection with predicted
wideband spectrum sensing performs better in system performances than no-
predicted narrowband spectrum sensing.
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